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Examination - a means of information provision of investigation 

Problem setting. The actuality of the article is explained by the adoption of 

the new Criminal procedure code and the enlargement of the evidences in the 

criminal procedure. The institute of investigation actions is essentially changed. 

There are the new investigation actions and the traditional investigation actions 

changed that needs its scientific research and explains the actuality of this problem. 

Recent research and publications analysis.  The research of the criminal 

and procedure evidences is taken attention of the local and foreign scientists. 

However the innovations of the new Criminal procedure code concerning this 

institute of the Criminal Procedural Law need the serious handling, the answers 

and a few of questions ambiguously disputed by the scientists and specialists. It 

concerns exactly the investigation action as an examination of the person. 

Paper objective. In spite of the existence of some scientific researches 

devoted to the investigation action mentioned, the practice shows the absence of 

the researches using the new Criminal procedure code and illustrating the questions 

of the examination of the person. That’s why the objective of the article is to 

explore the real and legal arguments of the examination, the types of the 

examination and the procedure order for the presentation of the results. 

Conclusions of the research. The examination is the independent 

investigation action and is always made by the investigator doing the criminal 

procedure concerning the determined fact of the criminal infraction. The forensic 

medical expert, the doctor or the person possessing the special knowledge in this 

field can be invited for the examination. The examination with the denudation of 

the person engaged is made by the investigator or by the other person of the same 

civility than the person engaged. This demand is not obligatory for the forensic 

medical expert or the doctor. 
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